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Provide efficient access to 
adoption information.

Mission Statement 

Connect the community with 
related activities & 
workshops, and increase 
awareness for the issue with 
stray animals.



Problem
1. Lacking a platform to upload 

comprehensive info of stray 
animals immediately

2. Losing contacts with each other 
after adoption may lead to 
mistreatment of the animals

3. Many think of pets as “things” 
rather than “creatures”

Solution
1. Provide efficient upload, 

download and ways of 
communication between 
animal rescue groups and 
adopters on the platform

2. Change people’s perspective 
and imagination towards stray 
animals with volunteering & 
workshops



Messenger + Checklist
Target: the two sides lose connection after adoption / make sure the 

adopter takes good care of the animal

Sketches
1



Virtual Reality
Target: help people without pet-caring experiences to know more 

information about what should be done

Sketches
2



StraPet APP
Target: efficient uploading, downloading and ways of communication 

between animal rescue groups and adopters

Sketches
3



TinderPet

Target: 
spending too much time 
uploading information 
/lacking systematic 

organization

Sketches
4



Dashboard
Target: using searching tree architecture to solve classification problem 

effectively

Sketches
5



Top 2 Selected Designs 
(in more details)



TinderPet



TinderPet

scroll



StraPet APP



Pros & Cons of 
Selected Designs



Pros 😸
● Adopters can see the information faster
● Adopters can choose animals easily 

Cons 😿
● Adopters may only consider the 

appearance of the animals
● Adopters may treat animal like items

Design 1 -
TinderPet



Design 2 -
StraPet 

APP

Pros 😸
● The users can understand the features of the 

animals more effectively through graphic 
representation from the radar chart

● The filter function allows users to narrow down 
on what they’re considering efficiently

Cons 😿
● Whether the radar chart is what the users need is 

debatable 
● Choice Overload Effect:

Too many choices may frustrate the users when 
choosing



StraPet APP WINS!!!!!



Selected 
Interface 
Design
StraPet App



Task 1 
Rescue groups can upload info of animals in huge quantity while 
upholding the quality of descriptions
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Task 2
Facilitate adopter’s understanding of the animals with the basic indicators
Foster efficient communication between staff in animal’s shelter and adopters
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Task 3
Encourage people to pay more attention to the adoption ecosystem



User Testing 1

Task 2 - as an adopter to see the 
information of animals.

Tasks ?

Feedback ?
1. Like the idea of filtering of the 

features.
2. The usage of bookmarks can 

be more clear.

Michelle Shang, a NTU CSIE student 
who cares about stray animals. 

Who ?



Task 1 - the upload of the information 
of the stray animal.

Task 2 - as an adopter to see the 
information of animals.

Tasks ?

James Hsu, a student who has a lot of experience 
of frontend design, backend design and also know 
some knowledge about UI/UX.

Who ?
User Testing 2



Feedback ?
1. Changing the “upload” button to “helper” may be more user friendly.
2. “Gender” may be misunderstood. Can change it to a nickname we call 

for the animals. And remember to add an unknown for gender.
3. For country and city, can combine with app that can get the location.
4. Can add video to show the interaction between the helper and the 

animals.
5. Need to add the time that the animal is found.
6. Need to add the information of breed, if the helper cannot distinguish, 

maybe have volunteers to do it.
7. People may always choose the largest or smallest when filtering.

User Testing 2



Task 3, becoming a volunteer. In this task, user should choose an 
animal shelter and take a part in volunteer.

Tasks ?

Feedback ?
The home button in the left corner confused me when I signed 
up as a volunteer.

Justin Lin, an soft engineer who is familiar with frontend and 
backend design

Who ?
User Testing 3



● Users think that the interfaces are easy to 
understand, and it can help facilitate the upload 
and viewing of stray animals. Moreover, the idea of 
volunteer can help people gain more insights on 
stray animal issue.

● However, one user mentions that the radar chart 
may not be that useful. Since people will always 
choose the largest or the smallest one.

● Maybe changing the way to gather the features, 
such as adding tags instead.

Results Overview & Discussion



CREDITS: This presentation template was created by Slidesgo, 
including icons by Flaticon, and infographics & images by Freepik. 

Thanks!
Any question or 
suggestion?

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr

